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§ I. Introduction. F inite dimensional complex linear spaces with indefinite 
me trices will be constructed by using WeyTs method^^. The triangular inequality 
does not hold valid in these spaces. Especially, in the Minkowski space, the 
straight line is longest among curves connecting two fixed points in the time­
like region.
An /^-dimensional linear space is metrizable by using an arbitrary positive de­
finite or indefinite hermitian form as the metric fundamental form. The uni- 
tarity and the selfadjointness of an operator in an indefinite metric space must 
be defined in a proper way. The spectral theory of the selfadjoint operator in 
a finite or infinite dimensional space was extensively studied by Nevanlinna and 
others^\
Some remarks on the group representation in a indefinite metric space will 
be given. The spinor representation of the general Lorentz group is one of the 
examples of such a representation. It seems that only the irreducible subspace 
of the spinor space plays an essential role in the beta-interaction. The success 
of the theory on the beta-interaction^\ which concludes that only vector and 
axial-vector couplings are effective, seems to support such a thought. An analogy 
of the spinor representation will be considered in spaces of pion wave functions.
§2. Introduction of Indefinite Metric Space.
I. An /^-dimensional vector x is an ordered set {xi, X2 , •••, Xn) of complex numbers 
Xi, X2 , Xn- The /^-dimensional vector space is a linear set of /^-dimensional 
vectors. Here the addition of two vectors and the multiplication of a vector by 
a complex number are defined as usual. In the /^-dimensional vector space 
there are n linearly independent vectors called basis vectors such that every 
vector in is expressed as a linear combination of them. A linear transforma­
tion A  in is represented by a matrix when a set of basis vector is introduced. 
When a set @ of linear transformations (/==1, 2, •••) has an invariant subspace 
in din, @ is said to be reducible. Here the invariant subspace must not coincide 
with 91 ,^ nor with the space consisting of only the null vector. ® is said to be 
irreducible when it has no invariant subspace. Schur’s lemma on the irreduci- 
bility of ® holds valid, irrespective of the nature of metric.
2. Let ^ be a non-singular hermitian matrix, and a  and x be two vectors. 
L(jc) =O^rix is a linear functional of x. If L(x) is invariant under a pair of linear 
transformations and y = A x ,  i.e., = the relation
must hold valid. A linear space P  of vectors a  which are, corresponding to A, 
transformed by B, is called ^-dual space of 9^ , the space of x  being conversely 
7 -^dna\ to P.
Let the dual space P  coincide with itself, then we obtain the inner product 
of two vectors x and y  belonging to the same space :
( x ,  l/)rj -  X^T^l/ , X, I/ e d i ,
A  transformation U which makes this inner product invariant is said to be 
unitary: U^U=I,  Thesquareof ^-norm Hx|l^ is defined by (x, x)y,.
The length of a vector is measured by using the surface Hx | p= ± l  as the 
‘‘Eichflache’’. The following theorem is then obtained, which was stated in a 
geometrical language by Nevanlinna in his first paper^\
Theorem. The end points of two vectors (pi and 02 are on the Eichfiache 
11011^  = 1 or 11011?=—I simultaneously. The end point of the vector 03 = -^ 0i + a«02 
is on the surface H011? = I or H011?=- L  Then the end point of the vector 
04=/«0i + l02 is on the same surface as in the case of 03. Here I and ix are 
arbitrary complex numbers.
Proof. 110311? = U I ^  110111? + ^/^0i^#2) + I I ^  110211? ,
110411? = Ia«P110i 11?+2^J^<Wi+#2)+U1^1102II?.
Subtracting both sides respectively, we obtain
Il03ll?-Il04ll? =  ( U P -  l/^l^)(||0lll?-ll02H?) .
From the assumption, the right hand side vanishes, and we obtain
110411? = 110311?I or - I .
§3. Inequalities of Schwartz and Minkowski.
I. As a special case, we assume that the matrix iq determining the metric in an 
//-dimensional real vector space has the form
where U and Im are unit matrices of I- and ///-dimensions, respectively, and 
Let arbitrary two vectors in be
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where 0i and 0 /  are /-dimensional, and 0 2  and (p2 are //^-dimensional vectors.
The norms and inner product of (p and (p' are given by
11011? = 110211% 110'n? = 110/11 -^110/11%
(0, 00 r, = 01+0/-02+</^/,
where 11011^  is the ordinary Euclidean norm of 0. For simplicity, we put
l l 0 l l l = r ,  1102 11=5, 110/11=/ ,  110/11=5, Z 0 1 0 /= ^ , ^ 0 2 0 /=  T .
The difference D of the product H 011? H 0^1? and (0,00? is then written as 
follows.
D =  11011? 11001?-(0, 00? =  c o s d - s s  c o s v y
= sin^ 6 + s^ s'^  sin  ^t— {(rs' — r 'sy  + 2 r r ' s s \ l  -  cos 0 cos r)} .
Concerning the sign of D, the following three cases occur.
1. /==0 or m=0. In this case, we always have D That is, ordinary Schwarz’s 
inequality holds valid.
2. /=1, m ^ l  (or W= I, /^ 1 ) .  In this case, we have ^=O or tt, so long as 0i 
and 0 /  are not null.
When 0=0, D is written as D = —s s^'^B, where
B =  ( cost — + —I
and Z=T/ S and z '= r ' / s \  B becomes minimum for cosr =  l  when z z '^ 1 ,  and we 
obtain
^min = (2^-0" ^ O .
That is, D<Oy  when z z '^ 1 .  When zz'<^1, we have ^mm= (2^—I ) ( I —2''^ ) whose 
sign being indefinite, so that the sign of D is indefinite.
For the case ^=Tr, similar reasoning gives the same conclusion as above.
3. / ^ 2 ,  m ^ 2 ,  As seen from the expression
D = 1)(2"  ^—l)-(^ e "co s^ —cost)^} ,
D becomes positive when (^^—I)( 2:'^  —I) > 0  and zz' cos 0 —cost =  0, and negative 
for (e^—1)(/^ —1 )< 0 . The sign of D is therefore not definite.
Definition. The domains in a complex vector space whose vectors satisfy
I1011?>O, I1011? = O, and 110||?<O
are called the time-like, the light-like, and space-like domains, respectively.
It has been proved that the inequality
1 1 0 1 1 ? 1 1 0 O 1 ? ^ 1 ( 0 ,  0 0 1 ?  ( 2 )
holds valid when /=1  and both vectors 0 and 0' are in the time-like or light-like 
region of a real vector space. This inequality holds valid also in a complex
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vector space when /=1. Proof:  Let two vectors in the time-like or light-like 
region be ip=(J, Xi, %2 , •••) and (p'=  x / , Xz, •••)• From (2) we have
< ( \ t \ \ n - ^ \ x i \ \ x / \ y .
From \ t \^^J2\xi \^ and \ f \^^\x/ \^,  the inequality \t\ \ f \ ^ Y l \ x i \ \ x / \  is obtained. 
The complex number i f  is on a circle of radius and obviously the inequality
\YlXiXi \^'Yl \xi \ \Xi \  holds valid. Accordingly the inequality
O ^  U 11n  - S I1 u/1 ^  Ir - s  X i x /1
is obtained, so that we have
UW^U' W^^Vt t ' - l l Xi Xi ' l ^=  1(0, 0OJ^
which proves (2) for a complex vector space.
We summarize the above results by the
Theorem. When the matrix Tj has the form (I) and 1=1,  the inequality (2) 
holds valid for time-like or light-like vectors (p and 0'. For / ^ 2  and m ^ 2  we have 
no definite inequality. For /=O or m=0,  ordinary Schwarz’s inequality holds valid.
2. In a similar way, we obtain an inequality corresponding to that of Minkowski:
Theorem, y] has the form (I) and /=1. 0 and 0' are time-like or light-like 
vectors in a real vector space, and are simultaneously in the upper half or the 
lower half of the light-cone. Then the inequality
I l 0  +  0 ' l l r 7 ^  1 1 0 1 ^  +  1 1 0 ' Hr,
holds valid. When m = 0  in (I), ordinary Minkowski’s inequality holds valid. 
Except for these cases, no definite inequality holds valid.
These circumstances make difiicult the study of the topology of indefinite 
metric spaces. Though the triangular inequality in the ordinary sense does not 
hold valid, it should be noted^  ^ that the principle of variation
d f d s  =  0
gives always the straight line.
§4. Relation between ^-unitary and jj^ -self ad joint Matrices. The position 
vector 0 of a point in a complex vector space is assumed to move with time t 
according to the equation
= C(p,
If the ^-normi of 0 is invariant in the course of time, it is easily shown that
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i / - l C  must be Tj^ -self ad joint. That is, the above equation can be written in the 
form
i ^  = m ,  H* = H,
The solution of this equation is given by (p(t') = U(t')(po, where U(J)=BXp { — iHt) 
and 00 is an arbitrary constant vector. If Q is an of»-selfadjoint matrix and is in­
dependent of t, then Q(t) = U~'^QU is ^-selfadjoint and satisfies the equation
^  = 0(0] ,
where [_A, B~\ = A B - B A ,
Though these equations have the same forms as those of the fundamental 
equations of motion in quantum mechanics, the implications of both cases are 
widely different. This is mainly due to the facts that the eigenvalues of an r]~ 
selfadjoint matrix are not always real, the absolute values of eigenvalues of an 
^-unitary matrix are not always equal to I, and so on.
§5. Remarks on Group Representation. From now on, the matrix y] used 
for the metrization is always assumed to satisfy yf = l. Matrices 0 and T are also 
used for the metrization and satisfy the same conditions as i.e., i3+=i9 and 
/3^  = 1 etc. In the first place, we shall classify the matrices used in the metriza­
tion.
Lemma I. When  ^ satisfies the conditions = 0 and /3^  = 1, matrix r = ^ “ /^31/ 
satisfies the same conditions, where U is an arbitrary unitary matrix.
Lemma 2. and U2 are arbitrary unitary matrices, and Ti = ^Ui and 
T2=U2^0U2, Then r2 =V-% V,  where V=Uy^Uz is unitary.
Selfadjoint matrices whose squares are equal to I are therefore classified 
according to the unitary equivalence, i.e., arbitrary two matrides Ti, T2 of the 
same class are in the relation T2 =U’~^ TiU, where ^  is a suitably chosen unitary 
matrix. The unit matrix makes a class by itself. The eigenvalues of the matrices 
are +1 or — L When two matrices are in the same class, the multiplicities of 
+ 1 and —I are respectively equal, and vice versa. So that we obtain the
Theorem. When and only when two matrices i9 and T belong to the same 
class, the multiplicities of eigenvalues +1 and — I are respectively equal, and the 
metric fundamental forms and are unitary equivalent with each other.
As pointed out in the introduction, the group representation in an indefinite 
metric space is of great use. Let us here examine the /3-unitary representation 
in a two dimentional space, where the eigenvalues of /3 are ±1. /3 is unitary
equivalent to  ^= [q _5) according to the above theorem, i.e., ^=UaU^. Let
U he 2l i3-unitary matrix, then the /3-unitarity condition u^u = l  is written as
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/5 = UaU-  ^ = U - ^ U c y m u  ,
so that we have
w^(yw = <r,
where w =U^uU, The general expression of w is then obtained from the above 
equation:
_  /cosh sinh 
^  Uinh de^ "^ cosh )  ,
where d, 0 \ d" and r are all real and ^> 0 . The expression of u is obtained from 
that of W by the unitary transformation U,
The secular equation \w—U\  =O is written as
Let the two roots of this equation be ^i=ri^'^i and ^2=^ 2^ *^. In order to get 
the eigenvalues whose absolute values are equal to I, we put X= Then the 
above equation becomes
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cos = cosh O cos ~  ,
and the following four cases occur:
i) cosh 0 cos  ^ ~ ~  =  1, a i= a z =  ^ . The eigenvalues are = =
a / ___ / O' A- t '
ii) cosh^ cos—2—= —I, a^=oL2 = —^ +
The eigenvalues are =
iii) cosh 0 cos ^ ~ - < 1 , ^ 1 = ^  2  ^2= ^ - ^ ^ —^ o, where
a / __ f~
o:o = Cos~  ^ cosh ^ cos—^  The eigenvalues are and
Q / /
iv) cosh 0 cos > L  There is no real ol, i.e., r i > l  and r s < L
Case iv) means that the 0-uni tary matrices u'^  are not always bounded, where 
n's are integers. Such a matrix u does not represent a group element of finite 
order.
It seems that it is not always possible to give an 77-unitary representation of 
an arbitrary group. It is however possible to prove some theorems concerning 
the group representation. For example, the orthogonality relations^^ of the coef­
ficients of irreducible ^-unitary representations can be derived. Here the ortho­
gonality is defined by our ^-inner-product. The details will be given in a sub­
sequent paper.
§ 6. Applications to Quantum Mechanics. One of the most important
applications of the group representation in an indefinite metric space is the 
spinor representation of the Lorentz group. We shall give some remarks on this 
problem.
The most general homogeneous Lorentz transformation may be written as
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V = O
( 3)
where the coefficients are real and satisfy the orthogonality condition
Let (p be the electron wave function satisfying the Dirac equation. The (p\ 
which represents (p in the new frame of reference, will be obtained from (p by 
a linear tranformation
(p' =  S(p,
The transformotion S is a 4x4 matrix and satisfies the condition®^
SS^ =  M y  S>i< = /3S+/3,
where /9 is the usual Dirac matrix. The constant b is equal to +1 or —I ac­
cording as the Lorentz transformation (3) does not or does reverse the direction 
of the time, respectively. As well known, the spinor representation of the proper 
Lorentz- group is reducible. That is, if the representation
(4 )
is used, the general expression of S is given by
(A O \
Io ( A ^ r ^ j (5 )
where A  is an element of the special linear complex group SL (2, C). Since the 
group SL (2, C) is simply connected and non-compact, and has no normal sub­
group except for the discrete subgroup {/, —/}, the group of S has the same 
properties.
Let, instead of (4), the representation of /5 be
( 6 )
and the (p be represented as
<P2 = 4>s\\<pi] (7 )
then S has a form derived from (5) by a unitary transformation
2 \ A - A ^ - ^  A  + A^-") ,
( 8 )
and the invariant form is given by I^i IH |0 2 l^— 1 0 4^.
Clearly, the invariant subspaces in the representation (4) are the sets of 
vectors of the forms
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and ( 9 )
which correspond to the vectors of the forms
r  I 
\<p}
and (10)
in the representation (6), respectively. Vectors (10) are obtained by operating 
U = ^ (I-ITs)  and ^=4(1+ / s^) on an arbitrary state vector, where q|
Feynman and Gell-Man^^ assumed that the beta-interaction term has the form
ZI Ci (aipnOittipp) (a(pvOia(pe) .
This assumption implies that the beta-interaction takes place only through one 
of the subspaces invariant with respect to the spinor representation of the 
proper Lorentz group.
Let us next examine the meson field. Kemmer^^ proposed a particle aspect 
of the meson theory. . The wave function of the meson is given by
(11)
where is hermitian and T^  is anti-hermitian. In order that the equation is 
invariant under the Lorentz transformation, the linear transformation S defined 
by ip'=  S^ must satisfy
(12)
the proof of which is carried out in the same way as in the electron theory®^ 
Kemmer used the notations 04, /0i, /02, and /03 in places of f  and re­
spectively.
The commutation rules for the operators 0|a are given by
0 M ^ v 0 p  +  0 P 0 V 0 1 U  —  0 j a ^ v p  +  0 p ^ v (13)
As shown by Kemmer, we have three inequivalent irreducible represntations of 
0^, whose dimensions being I, 5 and 10. The 1-dimensional case is triva] because 
of 01=02=03=04= (O). The 5- and 10-dimensional cases are considered here. The 
operator ^4=20|—I plays a similar role as that of 0 in the electron theory. From 
(13), the relations vSkV4 =~^ky k = l ,  2, 3 and ^404^4=04 are easily derived. By use 
of the notations r, these relations are unified in the form
( r ) +  =  7 ? ,r^ 4. (15)
It follows from (12) and the reality of the «v's that
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= = (S-V^S)+. (15)
Multiplying Eq. (15) by on the left and right, we obtain
= S  V  = S  «ir’' = S“Y^ S.
On the other hand we have
U a l r +  H  = % (4r“^ - s
= %(«or'’'^ +l]«ifcr*'*^ )’?4 = ’?4(S a\'ry-rii 
=  ^ 4 ( s - y " s ) + %  =  % s + r " ^ ( s - o - ^ ^ 4
=  5 ? 4 S + ; ? 4 r ^ 4 ( S - 0 + ^ 4  =  ( % S + ? 4 ) r " ( % S + ; ? 4 ) - '  .
The above results give
I. e.,
We put St?45+^4=^, then A  commute with all r ’s. Owing to the irreducibility 
of Kemmer’s representations, A  must be a constant multiple of the unit matrix in 
each of the 5- and 10-dimensional spaces. We put A=bl .  Since 7^ 4 is hermitian, b 
must be real: b^=b. Furthermore, we may prescribe a normalization for S such 
that d e t5 = l, in which case we must have b^  =  l  and =  i.e., b = l  for the 5- 
dimensional case, and b = ± l  for the 10-dimensional case.
Consider the following relations:
T.(S+S) = Tr(bv,S-%S) = Tr(b(2ai%rr-V0)
_  ( b i i a f  +1)  > 0  for 5-dimensional case 
\ b ( 1 2 a f —2 )y >0  for 10-dimensional case.
Here we have used and =6 for the 5- and 10-dimensional cases, re­
spectively. Since it is concluded that  ^= I for both cases, it can be concluded 
that the time reversal of the Lorentz frame does not give any effect to the re­
presentation S, contrary to the case of electron.
The relation A = I ,  i.e., S^ 5^ "‘'^4= l  means that the representation S of the 
Lorentz transformation is ^4-unitary: vS*S=l, S^ -^ =  TjS'^ T]A^
If the idea that the particle-interaction takes place only through the subspaces 
invariant with respect to the spinor representations, is correct universally, then 
the pseudo-scalar coupling between the nucleon and the pseudo-scalar pion should 
vanish. This conclusion is, however, quite problematical at the present time, 
The strong coupling will have to be treated separately.
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